
 

 

When responding to comments or behaviours that are problematic, it’s important to consider what 
kind of response you can make to ensure they are aware that this is not okay.  

Not doing anything to make it known their behaviour or comments are problematic can encourage 
their behaviour to continue.  

Some situations it may be safer or more comfortable for you to not respond. Even without 
responding, there are ways you can make it known that this is not okay. Other situations you may 

feel comfortable making a direct response to shut down their problematic behaviours or comments. 

 

Body Language   

Sometimes not responding is the best way to react. But even by not responding, this can still have 
some impact:  

Indirect body language  

 Pause for 6 seconds. Silence can be uncomfortable, just 6 seconds can feel like 6 minutes.  
 Don’t positively engage, don’t laugh along – even awkwardly. If you laugh along, you 

unintentionally support and validate the behaviour. If you don’t, it may make them stop to 
think about what they have said or done.  

 Continue on with the conversation without acknowledging the comment. This is a non-verbal 
way of indicating that you are not okay with the comment.  

Direct body language: 

 Roll your eyes 
 Shake your head 
 Frown 

 Look confused 
 Walk away 

 
 

Indirect Responses 

Indirect simple one-word responses are a simple way to make it clear that you do not approve with 
what has been said or the actions that has been undertaken: 

 Wow 
 Oh 
 Ouch 

 Rude 
 Interesting 
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Direct Responses 

 

A direct response purposely shuts down the comment or behaviour. When doing so, it’s important to 
think about your safety first and if it’s safe for you to do so. Saying comments such as: 

 I don’t think that’s okay 
 That’s enough 
 Let’s move on 

 We’re better than that 
 Do you think that’s appropriate? 

 
 

Ask them to explain their comment, joke or behaviour 

Coming from a stance of curiosity, ask them what they mean by their comment or behaviour. This 
then forces them to think about the truth behind their comment, reflecting on why it is offensive and 
not funny. For example ‘I don’t understand why that is funny’.  

You can also ask them to repeat what they have said, this can have the same effect where having to 
repeat what they have said may make them realise how inappropriate their comment was. The more 
times they have to repeat what they have said the sillier it may begin to sound. 

 
Question what they have said 

This is a more direct way to challenge problematic behaviour and comments. Through questioning 
their reasoning and offering some examples of why this isn’t true or okay can begin to unpack the 
challenging behaviour. 

For example, 
‘why can’t a girl like football? Did you know there is a women’s football team?’ 
‘why can’t boys like pink? Did you know pink started off as a boy colour?’  
‘why can’t boys cry? Crying doesn’t make you weak.’ 
 
Reverse the comment or behaviour onto males 

By flipping the comment or behaviour onto a male this will highlight how problematic and gendered 
they comment or behaviour may be. By simply stating “would you say that to a man” or “would you 
do that to a man” can make them to begin to reflect on their behaviour.  

Examples 

 Would you ask a man about who is looking after his children while he was at work? 
 What if women commented on your appearance as you were walking by? 
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Respond in a way that shuts down the behaviour or comment but is not confrontational. 
 
This can be achieved through making a joke, smart remark or clever answer to someone’s comment, 
question or behaviour.  
Here are some examples of celebrities shutting down comments in non-confrontational ways:  

 Lauren Conrad replying to the question ‘what is your favourite position?’ with the answer 
‘CEO’. 

 When Ariana Grande was asked what would she choose between make up and using her 
phone on last time, she responded with “is this what you think girls have trouble choosing 
between?” 

 When Anne Hathaway was asked about dieting to fit into her catwomen costume, she 
responded with “Are you trying to lose weight? Like what’s the deal, man? You look great.” 
She also further added “are you trying to fit into a catsuit?”  

 

If it is safe to do so, you can point out what is problematic about their behaviour or comment.  

Ensuring this is done in a calm tone can encourage them to engage in a meaningful conversation 
with you about why this isn’t okay. Try to remain focused on the comment or behaviour and don’t 
make it personal as they will more likely engage in a conversation if they don’t feel personally 
attacked. Use your knowledge to point out what is problematic, pointing out facts is always helpful.  

For example: 

If someone was to say “women should know where their place is”, a response could point out that 
women are increasingly becoming the financial providers of the family home yet they still spend 
more time than men caring for children and doing unpaid work around the home. The belief that 
women should be solely responsible for looking after children, cooking and cleaning is an outdated 
stereotype that does not take into consideration the new reality for women today.   

 

Support the person who has been impacted by the comment or behaviour 

Beyond making it known the particular behaviour or comment is not okay, you can support the 
person who has been impacted by the comment or support the people who are trying to do 
something.  

 Ask if she is okay 
 Let her know that you are aware that this is not okay 
 Let her know that she is not alone and you are here to support her 
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